



Typography


Typeface- design of a single set of letterforms, numerals, and punctuation marks unified by a visual property.  Example identified by name- Helvetica


Type style- modifications in a typeface such as: light, medium, bold, italic, etc.


Type family- range of type style within a single typeface design.  Example:  Gill Sans, Gill Sans Light, Gill Sans Ultra Bold


No more than 2 typefaces should be used.


All caps are harder to read so limit to 2-3 words.  Some typefaces are not designed to be used for all caps.  Example- Old English or BERNARD MT


Sans Serif Typefaces - Sans Serif typefaces do not have finishing strokes at the ends of the letterforms.  Sans means “without” in French. Originated in 20th century and is viewed as more contemporary.  Example- Arial


Vs.


Serif Typefaces - Serifs are lines or curves projecting from the end of a letter form.  Originated with the Romans.  Example- Times Roman
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Publication Notes


· Balance- Equal distributed weight in art


· Rhythm/Pattern- Repetition of an element in which creates a sense of rhythm


· Color- An element to create a specific mood.  Theories- Complementary, analogous, warm, cool, triadic.


· Complementary- Colors opposite from each other on the color wheel.  Example: Red and green


· Analogous- Neighboring colors on the wheel. Example: green, yellow-green, and yellow


-Warm colors- colors starting with red-violet to yellow-green.



-Cool colors- colors starting with violet to green


-Triadic colors- Colors that make a triangle on the wheel. Example:  blue, red, and yellow. 


· Line- Gives your eye direction  


· Rule of thirds- a compositional rule of thumb in visual arts such as painting, photography and design. The rule states that an image should be imagined as divided into nine equal parts by two equally-spaced horizontal lines and two equally-spaced vertical lines, and that important compositional elements should be placed along these lines or their intersections.
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All Knight Party Logo


5 principles of Effective Logo Design:



1. Simple




- makes it easily recognizable, distinct, unique, and not over done



2.Memorable


- similar to simple, it needs to be easy to remember which is simply done and appropriate



3.Timeless


- it should still have the same effect, and look just as good, in 30 years from now



4.Versatile




- it needs to be able to be in any size and form, therefore make it a vector



5.Appropriate 


- it needs to fit the intended audience, for example a toy store should have a kid font, and a law firm should have a sophisticated, grown up font


10 Common Mistakes in Logo Design


1. Designed by an amateur


2. Relies on trends


3. Uses raster images


4. Contains stock art


5. Designed for you instead of client


6. Overly complex


7. Relies on color for its effect


8. Poor font choice


9. Has too many fonts


10. Copies others


Spot Color: In offset printing, a spot color is any color generated by an ink (pure or mixed) that is printed using a single run


Pantone: A system for matching colors, used in specifying printing color
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Layering and Masking Notes


Depth: Having multiple layers that create an image that the image has deepness to it.


Layer Mask: two pictures in two layers


Clipping Mask: An image inside text


Knockout: A picture with a spot missing but replaced with another picture


Resolution should be 300.


Raster vs. Vector: Rasters are produced by digital image capture devices, and show pixels while vectors are generated using drawing or illustration programs and are created using mathematically defined geometric shapes.
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We are using the GIF format because this way it can be used on the web. It is an animation made to be on the Internet so this is the format it needs to be in to be viewed on the web. 


It needs to be a resolution of 72. 
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